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AW-1968

M.Sc. Semester-III (CBCS) lixamination
PEYSICS

Paper 3 PIry 4{II) Condcrsed Matter Physics-I
'Iime : Three Hoursl lMaximum Marks : 80

Notc :-All questions are compulsory and carry equal mark.
(a) Wltat is tight binding Approximation ? 3

(b) In view of tight binding approximation show that, in case of SCC, the difference
bet\r,een maximum and minimum encrgy is l2B. 6

(c) Explain \ ith E-K diagam the periodic zone schcme, extetrded zone scheme arld reduced
zone scheme. 'I

OR
(p) Discuss the Block function. 4

(q) Distinguish between a hetal semiconductor ard Insulator on the basis of their energy
bond structure 6

(0 What is Crystal Momentum ? 3

(s) What is an cffective mass ? 3

(a) Give an account lbr the quantum thcory of paramagnctism and discuss the low and
hjgh temperature curvcs. l0

(b) Explain the principle of cooling by adiabatic demagnetization. 6

OR
(p) Give quantum theory of diarnagnetism. 8

(q) Explain how the Larmor precession produces an induced magnetic momert with opposite
H.8

(a) Derive the dispersion relation for spin wave in one dimension. 6

(b) Explain Heisenberg Model of Molecular ficld in detail. 8

(c) Establish thc criteria for ferromagnetism. 2

OR
(p) Explain the l{ysterisis cuwe on the basis of the domain theory 5

(q) Explain the behavior of Ferromagnetic substance above Curie temperature. '1

(r) Derive a relation for Block wall ener5-. 4

(a) What is Ferroclectriciry ? Derive Curie Weiss law for i'erroelcctriciq. 8

(b) Discuss Atrti Fedoelectricity and P;ezoclectricity. 8

OR
(!) Discuss fiequency dependence of orientational polarisability. 8

(q) Derive the Claussius Mossotti Relation. 8

(a) Discuss the Ginzberg Landau theory developed for super conductor. 8

(b) Cornment on Josephson effects 4

(c) Discuss about isotope effect on super conductivit)'. 4

OR
(p) Give qualitative idea of BCS Theory of super cotrductivity. 7

(q) Explain the penetration depth and coherence length. 4

(r) Dcrive London's equation. 5
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